Rs-Tec Releases a New Car Emergency Escape Tool With Digital
Tire Pressure Gauge Which Can Save Not Only Human Lives but
Gas Too
A new automotive product which helps automobilists to get out of their car in an
emergency and also saves money in the long run.
-Los Angeles, CA, July 31, 2014 -Why- Being trapped in a submerging car. It’s not a pretty thought. It is a life threatening situation.
Most vehicles on the road these days have power windows.
Testing has shown most electrically powered windows malfunction when submerged. Also, some
marketed safety tools designed for cars do not seem to be able to cut seat belts or slam windows
after simple end-user tests.
-What- A tire pressure gauge, seat belt cutter, emergency window breaker and pocket light in 1 is
being released by the brand Rs-Tec for this matter. Also this tool is equipped with a tire pressure
gauge for monitoring a car’s tire pressure at the same time.
Did you know?
* FARS data: “Annually approx. 300 fatal accidents are reported of the 412 occupants involved in
car accidents which submerged into water”
* The famous program “Myth busters” suggests after several car-submerged-tests to have a proper
safety hammer aboard of a car.
* Car windows are not open-able electronically or by hand due to severe pressure differences until
the vehicle is totally filled with water? - This is when it’s too late.
What’s in it more?
The tool also contains an accurate digital tire pressure gauge, for what reason?
If someone already has a tool present in their car why not make it useful to monitor tire pressures
with? This could in turn save the car owner lots of money.
The main concept behind the product is that if someone already has a car escape tool or seat belt
cutter in their car, this product should be a no-brainer replacement.
About:
The brand Rs-Tec is dedicated to provide high quality digital tire pressure gauges, car emergency
tools and in the future other products with the aim to
satisfy each and every of their customers. To see their product in action, see their product’s seat belt
cutter and window hammer demonstration.
More info can be found on their website or email shown below.
Amazon direct link:
http://www.amazon.com/Accurate-Digital-Pressure-Trucks-Motorcycles/dp/B00HYD65LY
Youtube product demonstration:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bCXuwuX24Q
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Contact Information:
Rs-Tec
Ron Vlade, manager
www.rstec1.com
email: PR@rstec1.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Ron Vlade of RS-Tec (http://rstec1.com)
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